3D Domain Swapping Modulates the Stability of Members of an Icosahedral Virus Group

Introduction

Rice yellow mottle virus (RYMV) is a pathogen that infects rice plants in western Africa. Its host range is limited to members of the family Gramineae, principally Eragrostis sp. and Oryzae sp. [1]. RYMV is readily transmissible by insect vectors, plant-to-plant contact, soil, and possibly irrigation water. The disease caused by RYMV has reached epidemic proportions, and has been known to reduce rice production by up to 100% [2]. RYMV caused rice cultivation to be abandoned for a number of years in several countries and it became a major constraint on rice production in the African continent [2].

RYMV is a member of the genus sobemovirus, a group of icosahedral plant viruses with southern bean mosaic virus (SBMV) as the type member [3]. RYMV contains a genome of single-stranded, positive-sense RNA of 4450 nucleotides [4]. A protein (VPg) is attached to the 5' end of its genome and the RNA is not polyadenylated [4, 5]. The RYMV RNA contains four open reading frames, designated ORF1 to ORF4. ORF4 encodes a protein of 26 kDa, which forms the viral capsid.

RYMV particles are isometric and sediment uniformly at 109S during ultracentrifugation. The viral capsid is comprised of 180 copies of the coat protein arranged in a 7 = 3 quasi-equivalent surface lattice. The RYMV capsid is stabilized by divalent cations (Ca2+ and Mg2+) [6]. The virion swells upon elevation of pH and removal of the cations by chelators [6]. A similar phenomenon is also observed in other plant viruses such as tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV) [7, 8], southern cowpea mosaic virus (SCPMV; previously known as cowpea strain SBMV [3]) [9], and cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) [10].

The crystal structures of two sobemoviruses, SCPMV and sesbania mosaic virus (SeMV), have been determined [9, 11]. Despite the wealth of structural knowledge on sobemoviruses, there is still great interest in structural studies of RYMV as it has different properties from other members in the family. The sequence identity between the RYMV and SCPMV coat proteins is about 22%; the sequence identity between SeMV and SCPMV coat protein is 82% [11]. Cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) and image reconstruction of SCPMV and RYMV to 25 Å resolution revealed that the two viruses were structurally similar under physiological conditions [12]. However, under swollen conditions SPCMv was so labile that few useful particles were obtained for the image reconstruction (data not shown). The swollen RYMV, on the other hand, was easily obtained and did not expand as much as anticipated for a sobemovirus. These findings suggested that the RYMV capsid was more stable than those of other sobemoviruses. This enhanced stability in the capsid could not be explained structurally by cryoEM and image reconstruction.

Here, we report the structure of RYMV determined by X-ray crystallography at 2.8 Å resolution. The RYMV structure reveals a major difference in the conformation of the regulator of the quasi-equivalent interactions, the βA arm (residues 30-53) of the C subunit. This arm in RYMV and other sobemoviruses makes comparable noncovalent interactions, however, its covalent association in RYMV has been swapped by 2-fold sym-
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metry relative to other sobemoviruses. The enhanced stability of RYMV is attributed to this 3D domain swapping of the βA arms because it creates a network of long-range interactions not present in the other sobemovirus structures.

Results and Discussion

Structure of the Capsid

The RYMV capsid comprises 180 copies of the coat protein arranged with \( T = 3 \) quasi-equivalent symmetry. The overall shape of the virus particle is shown in Figure 1a as a space-filling model (generated with the programs MOLSCRIPT [13] and RASTER3D [14]. The particle is nearly spherical, with small protrusions and depressions. The size of the particle is 250 Å across the 2-fold axis, 266 Å across the 3-fold axis and 292 Å across the 5-fold axis. Figure 1b shows a schematic representation of the capsid. The same gene product (that of ORF4, the capsid protein) occupies the A position (blue), which forms the pentamers, and the B and C positions (red and green), which cluster around the quasi-hexamers.

Structures of the Subunits

The subunits adopt a variation of the canonical eight-stranded jelly-roll β-sandwich fold found in most icosahedral viruses. Excluding the N-terminal 49 residues, which are disordered, 189 residues are modeled for the subunits in the A and B positions. These two subunits are virtually the same in structure and can be superimposed with a root mean square deviation (rmsd) of 0.4 Å for 189 Cα atoms. The fold of the capsid protein in the C position is nearly identical to those in positions A and B;
Viral Subunit Domain Swapping

The construction of the $T = 3$ quasi-equivalent virus capsid of RYMV requires two types of subunit contacts from a single type of gene product. One type of interaction is exemplified by the A-A5 and C-B5 contacts, in which there is a bend between the two subunits, and it is termed as "bent contact" (Figure 3a). The other type of contact occurs between subunits adjacent to the icosahedral 2-fold axes (i.e., C-B2 and B-C2 contacts), and it is called the "flat contact" (Figure 3b). The bent and flat contacts are quasi-equivalent in the $T = 3$ surface lattice, but the difference in dihedral angles makes the quasi-6-fold axis a trimer of dimers in RYMV and other sobemoviruses (Figure 1b). A line of residue interactions is conserved in both bent and flat contacts and this is called the fulcrum. The switch between flat and bent contacts in the RYMV capsid is caused by the presence or absence of the ßA arm (Figure 3). Wedged between the C and B2 subunits, the ßA arm prevents the rotation about the fulcrum and forces the contact to be flat. Thus, the ßA arm functions as a molecular switch that allows the $T = 3$ quasi-equivalent capsid to be constructed with a single type of building block. This kind of molecular switch has been observed in several $T = 3$ viruses [7, 9, 11]. The molecular switch observed in RYMV is different from those found in CCMV [10] and turnip yellow mosaic virus [15], where there are more ordered residues in the B and C subunits than in the A subunits and the quasi-hexamers are 6-fold symmetric. By contrast, the MS2 RNA phage forms $T = 3$ particles with a subunit that has an entirely different fold when compared with the ß sandwich, and the mechanism for molecular switching is not apparent [16, 17].

Comparison with Other Sobemoviruses: Quaternary and Tertiary Structures

A structure-based sequence alignment of the RYMV, SCPMV, and SeMV coat proteins is shown in Figure 4. As there is close structural similarity between SCPMV and SeMV, the following comparison is focused on the structures of RYMV and SCPMV. The quaternary organization of RYMV and SCPMV are the same. Although the sequence identity between RYMV and SCPMV is only 22%, the subunit structures are closely similar: the rmsd is 1.4 Å for the superposition of 176 Ca atoms of the corresponding subunits. The gaps in the sequence alignment (Figure 4) correspond to noticeable differences in structure, especially in the ß helices of SCPMV. A six-residue deletion between ßG and ßH in the RYMV sequence reduced the helices ßD and ßE in SCPMV to one turn in RYMV. As the SCPMV helices ßD and ßE are on the surface and are involved in the interactions at quasi-3-fold axes, the removal of these two helices gives the appearance of a thinner shell around the quasi-3-fold axes in RYMV. This is in agreement with the structures obtained by cryoEM and image reconstruction. CryoEM showed that the exterior surface of SCPMV displayed deep valleys along the 2-fold axes and protrusions at the quasi-3-fold axes, whereas the surface of RYMV was comparatively smooth [12].

A second deletion in RYMV occurs between ßF and ßG (Figure 4), resulting in the removal of a disulfide bond that is observed in SCPMV. This difference is particularly noticeable at the 5-fold axis where the shorter sequence of RYMV enlarges the interior end of the axial channel from 12 Å in SCPMV to 16 Å in RYMV. The deletion reduces the thickness of the inner wall of the channel by 6 Å in RYMV. This is in agreement with cryoEM studies, where there is more electron density in the 5-fold axes of SCPMV [12].

A remarkable difference between RYMV and SCPMV is found near the N termini of the C subunits, where no major discrepancy is found in the sequence alignment (Figures 2 and 4). In both structures there are ßA arms that serve as the molecular switches regulating the quasi-equivalent symmetry (see above). However, the ßA arms of SCPMV and RYMV extend in opposite directions. The ßA arm of SCPMV makes a "U turn" relative to the ßB strand of the C subunit and tucks between the C and B2 subunits (Figure 2b). In this position ßA creates a continuous ten-stranded ß structure across the 2-fold symmetry axes with...
strands B, I, D, and G in the C subunits. In contrast, the \( \beta A \) arm of RYMV extends straight toward the B subunit and tucks between the B and C2 subunits (Figure 2a). Both of these arrangements of the \( \beta A \) arms are equally effective in making the flat contact, as the two 2-fold-related \( \beta A \) arms prevent bending in their noncovalent-bonding environments. However, the continuous \( \beta \) structure across the 2-fold axis in SCPMV is broken in RYMV. The interchange of chain connections in which a domain structure is conserved but is altered in position from proximal to distal relative to the remaining part of the coaxially
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Figure 3. Subunit Dimer Contacts
(a) The bent contact, viewed perpendicular to the quasi 2-fold axis, looking from a 5-fold axis to a 3-fold axis. Without the \( \beta A \) arm, there is a dihedral angle of 144° between subunits at this joint. Subunits A and C are on one side; A5 and B5 are on the other side as shown in Figure 1b. The B and C subunits are blocked from view by the A subunits in this projection.
(b) The flat contact, viewed perpendicular to an icosahedral 2-fold axis, along a line connecting adjacent 3-fold axes. The \( \beta A \) arm, shown in a CPK representation, forces the formation of the flat contact at this joint formed by subunits B and C on one side and 2-fold related B2 and C2 on the other, as shown in Figure 1b.
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Figure 4. Amino Acid Sequence Alignment of the Capsid Proteins from RYMV, SCPMV, and SeMV
Residues in regular secondary structures that were defined using the program Molauto of MOLSCRIPT [13] are represented by bold letters. There are 44 conserved residues, which are indicated with asterisks. The residues involved in calcium binding are indicated by spheres. The \( \beta A \) arms are boxed and residues of the \( \beta \)-annulus structure are marked with a gray bar. Residues proceeding the \( \beta A \) arm are not ordered in the C subunit; these residues, as well as the \( \beta A \) arm, are not visible in the A and B subunits.
associated structure was first observed in the structure of diphtheria toxin [18]. This mechanism of subunit association was termed 3D domain swapping and adds stability to subunit associations; it is probably important in the evolution of oligomeric proteins [19]. Examples of 3D domain swapping were previously observed in the formation of dimeric structures [20] and two $T = 1$ viruses [21,22]. The exchange of $\beta A$ arms in RYMV is the first example to show a role for 3D domain swapping in the formation of the capsid of a $T = 3$ virus.

The quaternary organization of the RYMV capsid does not seem to influence the direction in which the $\beta A$ arms extend from the C subunits. However, the sequence of the junction at which the $\beta A$ arm changes folding direction is Pro47-Gly48-Pro49 (Figure 5a). A sequence with proline residues is commonly associated with a change in chain direction and it was shown that such a sequence is usually found at the point of origin of a domain swap [23].

Comparison with Other Sobemoviruses: Subunit Contacts

The quaternary organization of the sobemoviral capsid is depicted schematically in Figure 1b. The unique interactions are A-B, A-C, B-C, A-A5, B-B5, C-B2, C-C2. Table 1 shows the buried surfaces in the subunit contacts of the two viruses. It demonstrates that the interactions are generally more extensive in SCPMV than in RYMV. However, the relative buried surfaces between comparable subunits are similar, suggesting that the two viruses assemble via similar pathways.

A conserved feature of the interactions at the interface around the quasi-3-fold axis is the calcium binding site. Cal-
Cium ions were found to be an important component of the SCPMV capsid [9], and analogous sites were found in the RYMV capsid as well (Figure 5b; generated using the program BOBSCRIPT [24]). Three calcium ions were identified on the basis of the electron-density map and are related by quasi-3-fold symmetry, as in the case of SCPMV (Figure 5c). They are located at the A-B, B-C and C-A subunit interfaces and have closely similar metal binding environments. For example, at the A-B interface there are three ligands from the A subunit and three from the B subunit. The ligands from the A subunit are carboxyl oxygens from the sidechains of Asp126 and Asp129, which are conserved among sobemoviruses (Figure 4). The ligands from the B subunit are two carbonyl oxygen atoms of the mainchain and the sidechain carboxyl oxygen from Asn237.

At the quasi-6-fold axes, 12 residues of the βA arms from 3-fold-related C subunits form an annular structure with β-strand-like hydrogen-bonding patterns (β annulus; Figure 2). Residue interactions of SCPMV and RYMV at the β annulus

![Figure 6. Comparison of the Capsid Stability of RYMV and SCPMV by Anion-Exchange Chromatography](image)

Elution profiles for (a) RYMV at pH 6.0, (b) RYMV at pH 7.0, (c) SCPMV at pH 6.0, and (d) SCPMV at pH 7.0 are shown. Peak a corresponds to intact virus particles, Peak b corresponds to disassembled coat protein and peak c corresponds to nucleic acid. Line 1 indicates the pH, line 2 is for the salt gradient of NaCl changing from 0 to 2.5 M, and line 3 represents the conductivity. (e) Histogram of intact RYMV and SCPMV particles recovered from peak a at different values of pH.
are shown in Table 2. Although the two viruses have remarkably similar β annuli, the origins of the polypeptides are different as a result of the domain swapping. In SCPMV the βA arms from the C subunits nearest to the 3-fold axis contribute to the β annulus (Figure 2b), whereas in RYMV the βA arm from a distant C2 subunit (2-fold-related C subunit) forms the β-annular structure (Figure 2a). This is the result of the different directions in which the βA arms fold in the two viruses. The arrangement of βA arms in RYMV consequently produces long-range interactions, which knit the subunits into a web with polypeptide threads. The interlocking chain starts at the C2 subunit (residue 53) and is embedded between the C and B2 subunits (residues 53–40) as it extends toward the distal 3-fold axis, where it is fastened together with 3-fold related chains (residues 40–31) at the β annulus (Figure 2a). In contrast, the SCPMV βA arm interacts with the C subunit that originates from. With the formation of the βA strand and β annulus around the 3-fold axis, the βA arms enforce the interactions of the hexamer; however, the interactions between hexamers are not as strong as those observed in the RYMV capsid (Figures 2b). A qualitative examination suggests that the swapped βA arms of RYMV make it globally more stable than SCPMV, an observation in agreement with the biochemical analysis of their stability (described later).

The two other reported examples of 3D domain swaps in virus capsid proteins are: in cricket paralysis virus (CrPV), a picorna-like insect virus [22], and Galleria mellonella densovirus (GmDNV), an arthropod parovirus [21]. The N terminus of the CrPV VP2 subunit, when compared with that of poliovirus, swaps with the 2-fold-related N terminus, maintaining comparable non-covalent interactions. The N terminus of the GmDNV capsid protein, in comparison with that of a mammalian parvovirus, does the same thing. The swaps are comparable with those of the RYMV capsid proteins in the sense that the N-terminal regions make "U turns" relative to the direction of the chain following them sequentially in poliovirus and mammalian parvoviruses; however, the chain direction is continuous in the proteins of the corresponding viruses that infect insects. Only in RYMV, however, does the swap involve a molecular switch in a portion of the subunit. Picornaviruses and parvoviruses have no quasi-symmetry and require no switching.

Comparison with Other Sobemoviruses: Stability of the Capsids

A method was established to investigate the stability of RYMV particles by anion exchange in high performance liquid chromatography (C. B., O. N., M. Y., R. N. B., and C. M. F., unpublished data). It was shown that stable and intact virus particles were not retained by the resin and were eluted in the void volume. Unstable virus particles, on the other hand, did not maintain the integrity of the capsid under the pressure used in the chromatography and the component coat protein and nucleic-acid genome were eluted at different fractions in the salt gradient. This method was employed to compare the stabilities of RYMV and SCPMV.

As shown in Figures 6a and 6b, RYMV particles were eluted from the anion-exchange column operating at 1500 psi with a single peak at the void volume at pH 6 and pH 7, indicating that the particles were largely intact and the virus was stable. Decreased amounts of recovered virus (80% intact) were demonstrated by eluting the virus at pH 8. The amount of intact virus decreased to 70% at pH 8.5 and pH 9 (Figure 6e). SCPMV is largely stable at pH 6, showing a similar elution profile to that of RYMV (Figure 6c). However, elevation of the pH to 7 significantly reduced the amount of intact virus to 40% (Figure 6d). At pH 8, only 2.5% of the virus could be recovered. No viral particles could be detected at pH 9 (Figure 6e).

It is evident that RYMV is more stable than SCPMV under pressure and elevated pH. There is a high degree of similarity in the structure and interacting elements at the subunit interfaces of RYMV and SCPMV (Tables 1 and 2, Figure 5), and both contain aspartate residues as part of their calcium binding sites. Calcium sites at the subunit interface were suggested to be a pH-dependent regulatory element responsible for the viral polymorphism of CCMV [10]. In sobemoviruses, a similar argument can be used to explain the virus swelling. As pH rises, the deprotonated carboxy groups of aspartate residues of the calcium site at the interfaces repel one another. This repulsion between the subunits leads to the swelling and destabilization of the virus particle.

In the case of TBSV it has been proposed that the function of the βA arms in the C subunit and the β annulus is to determine the size of the virus particle during assembly [8]. If we assume that the members of the sobemovirus family adopt the same swelling pathway as TBSV, the β annular structure should be kept in the swollen state of RYMV and SCPMV, as observed in the 8 Å crystal structure of expanded TBSV [8]. Upon swelling, the interactions at the quasi-3-fold axis are disrupted, and subunits C and C2 slip away from each other. However, as shown in Figure 2a, the arrangement of the β annulus in RYMV limits the slip, providing additional force to maintain the virus integrity. With the β annul kept in the structure, the maximum expansion allowed in RYMV might be determined by the ten-residue loop (residues from 44–53; Figure 5a). This is to say that the expanded state will straighten out this loop, but the particle cannot be expanded further without completely disrupting the capsid structure.

Biological Implications

Rice yellow mottle virus (RYMV) belongs to the Sobemoviridae family and 180 capsid proteins comprise the T = 3 capsid. Despite being generally similar to other sobemovirus structures, the regulator of quasi-equivalent interactions (the βA arm) is swapped to a symmetry-related and identical noncovalent bonding environment. Such a phenomenon has been observed in some other proteins in the formation of oligomers and has been termed "3D domain swapping". The 3D domain swapping introduces long-range interactions in the icosahedral surface lattice and enhances the stability of the RYMV capsid. Therefore the βA arm of sobemoviruses has a dual function: to regulate the quasi-equivalent interactions and to modulate the capsid stability.

Experimental Procedures

Virus Purification

The RYMV isolate used in this study was collected from rice fields in the Ivory Coast and was propagated under contained conditions in a susceptible rice variety IR6 (Oryza sativa L.) [29]. Two week old rice plants were infected with the virus using mechanical inoculation and grown in growth chambers. Six weeks after inoculation, the leaves were harvested and the virus was extracted (C. B., N. O., M. Y., R. N. B., and C. M. F., unpublished data). SCPMV was propagated in cowpea plants and purified according to the protocol described by Johnson et al. [26].

Crystallization, Structure Determination, and Refinement

RYMV was concentrated to 36 mg/ml by ultracentrifugation and suspension of the pellet in a small volume of 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.0, and 200 mM
lithium sulfate. The virus suspension was dialyzed exhaustively against the same solution. The crystallization was carried out by vapor diffusion and the reservoir solution was 50 mM sodium citrate, pH 5.0, 200 mM lithium sulfate, and 3.6% (w/v) PEG 8000.

A single crystal was used in the data collection by flash-cooling the crystal to ~17°C under gaseous nitrogen. The cryo-protectant was made by adjusting the mother liquor to 25% (R2,3-butanol). A data set was collected at the F1 station of the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Sources with the Fuji BAS2000 imaging-plate system. The wavelength was 0.19 Å. The raw data were reduced and scaled using the HKL package [27]. The space group was determined as monoclinic P21 with cell dimensions of a = 283.6 Å, b = 401.8 Å, c = 294.0 Å, β = 89.4°. There are two virus particles in each unit cell. The completeness of the data was 48.7% to 2.8 Å with an Rmerge of 7.2%. The orientation of the particle was determined by a self-rotation function algorithm [28, 29] and the position of the particle was calculated with an R factor search using X-PLOR [30], taking into account the particle packing in the crystal. RAVE [31] and CCP4 [32] program suites were used in the averaging, with the initial phasing model and mask derived from the SCPMV coordinates.

A polyalanine model without the βA arm of the C subunit of SCPMV[9] was initially built into the averaged density at 3.5 Å, and later proper sidechains were substituted using the program O [33]. The phases were calculated from the new model for new rounds of averaging. The βA arm of the C subunit was built on the basis of the gradual emergence of the corresponding electron density via multiple rounds of averaging. The model was refined with X-PLOR [30] using simulated-annealing methods [34], with data from 30.0 Å to 2.8 Å in the final refinement, only the data with Fh(0F) > 4.0 were included and B factors were refined. An Fc-F Final map was calculated and 211 water molecules were modeled. The model was further refined by conjugated gradient minimization followed by B-factor refinement, and minor adjustments were made to the model. After two cycles of refinement and model building, water molecules with a B factor higher than 60 were rejected, and the averaged B factor for the remaining 191 water molecules was 36.7. The R factor is 22.7% for all the data between 50 and 2.8 Å. In the final model, no residue is in the disallowed region and 84% of the residues are in the most-favored region of the Ramachandran plot. The rmsd of the bond lengths is 0.02 Å and the rmsd of the bond angles is 1.4°.

Anion-Exchange Chromatography
Aliquots (50 μl) of RYMV and SCPMV (around 0.5 μg/μl) were used in the high performance liquid chromatography studies. A chromatographic system (PerSeptive Biosystems BIOCAD 700E, Cambridge, MA, USA) with an anion-exchange POROS column (10 μ particle size; column type: HPG, 4.6 mm D/100 mm L, CV= 1.7 ml) was used. The protocol employed in the chromatography will be published elsewhere [C. B., N. O., M. Y., and Tars, K., Bundule, M., Fritberg, K., and Liljas, L. (1997). The crystal structure of sobemovirus group. In The Plant Viruses: Polyhedral Virions with Monopartite RNA Genomes, R. Koening, ed. (New York: Plenum), pp. 113-146.]
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Protein Data Bank Accession Codes

The coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (accession code 1F2N).